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About this report

*The Visual Summary of the MyWays Student Success Series* uses selected images from the MyWays Student Success Series to share key insights about the major trends and concepts impacting young people today; the broader, deeper competencies they need to succeed; and the learning design and assessment design approaches necessary to develop those competencies.

The *MyWays Student Success Series* examines the through-line of four essential questions for next generation learning and provides research and practice-based support to help school designers and educators to answer these questions. The series consists of 12 reports organized into three parts, plus a Visual Summary and Introduction and Overview.

The primary researchers and authors of the *MyWays Student Success Series* are Dave Lash, Principal at Dave Lash & Company, and Grace Belfiore, D.Phil., Principal Consultant at Belfiore Education Consulting.

MyWays is a project of Next Generation Learning Challenges, an initiative of the non-profit EDUCAUSE. MyWays is supported through a grant from the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation with additional support from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Barr Foundation, and the Oak Foundation.
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**The MyWays™ Student Success Series**

All reports in the series are available for download at [myways.nextgenlearning.org/report](http://myways.nextgenlearning.org/report).

Visual Summary
Introduction and Overview

**Part A: Adolescence in an Age of Accelerations**
Summarizes specific real-world realities and conditions confronting today’s young people.

*Report 1*: Opportunity, Work, and the Wayfinding Decade
*Report 2*: 5 Roadblocks to Bootstrapping a Career
*Report 3*: 5 Decisions in Navigating the Work/Learn Landscape
*Report 4*: 5 Essentials in Building Social Capital
*Report 5*: Preparing Apprentice-Adults for Life after High School

**Part B: Broader, Deeper Competencies for Student Success**
Provides a composite definition of student success in learning, work, and life.

*Report 6*: Welcome to the MyWays Student Success Framework
*Report 7*: Habits of Success — for Learning, Work, and Well-being
*Report 8*: Creative Know How — for a Novel, Complex World
*Report 9*: Content Knowledge — for the Life Students Will Lead
*Report 10*: Wayfinding Abilities — for Destinations Unknown

**Part C: Redesigning the Learning Experience for the MyWays Competencies**
Brings the broader and deeper competencies of the MyWays Student Success Framework into educational practice.

*Report 11*: Learning Design for Broader, Deeper Competencies
*Report 12*: Assessment Design for Broader, Deeper Competencies
Visual Summary of the MyWays Student Success Series

The Visual Summary uses 40 images from the series to share key insights about the four “through-line” questions around which the MyWays Project is organized. Consider it a fly-over of the major trends and concepts impacting young people today; the broader, deeper competencies they need to succeed; and the learning design and assessment design approaches necessary to develop those competencies.

While the Visual Summary focuses on the through-line questions, the companion Introduction and Overview summarizes the MyWays Student Success Framework; the research, reports, tools, and collaborative opportunities that comprise the MyWays Project; our design goal to reimagine student success and the related scope of our research; as well as some tips for navigating the 12 other reports in the series.

Here are the four through-line questions and the corresponding parts of the report series:

1. **WHY the urgency to change?** What are the real-world conditions that our students will need to address?

2. **WHAT does success look like** for students in a world of accelerating change? What competencies promote a broader, deeper definition of success?

3. **HOW can our learning experience design** help students develop the broader, deeper competencies?

4. **HOW do we gauge student progress** in developing these competencies? How can we measure our school’s success beyond proficiency in math and ELA to whole child development?

**PART A**

**Adolescence in an Age of Accelerations**  
Five reports summarize the growing opportunity gap and the increasingly rocky wayfinding decade of learning and working that follows high school. Reports focus on labor market trends and roadblocks, the increasingly fragmented and complex postsecondary sector, and the growing importance of building social capital. In addition, we outline key adolescent developmental tasks that are instrumental to thriving in a world of change.

**PART B**

**Broader, Deeper Competencies for Student Success**  
Five additional reports describe the four domains and 20 competencies of MyWays Student Success Framework with one introductory report and individual reports on each domain and its competencies, including why the domain and its competencies are important, key principles, the state of play in the field, resources, and essential one-page primers for each competency.

**PART C**

**Redesigning the Learning Experience for the MyWays Competencies**  
The final two reports bring broader and deeper competencies into educational practice, focusing on key constructs for learning design and assessment design to achieve authentic, agency-driven student learning experiences. These include: Whole Learning, the Wider Learning Ecosystem, Levers for Capability and Agency, the two essential assessment shifts and MyWays’ Five Assessment Strategies.

Note: All graphics are developed by, and should be credited to EDUCAUSE/NGLC unless otherwise noted.
Part A
Adolescence in an Age of Accelerations

**WHY the urgency to change?** What are the real-world conditions that our students will need to address?

The five reports that comprise Part A of the *MyWays Student Success Series* answer the first question in the MyWays Through-line, distilling the real-world changes and conditions in the labor market, postsecondary sector, and social capital arena that are most acutely impacting young people today. In addition, key developmental tasks are described that are necessary to prepare “apprentice-adults” for life after high school.

In addition to analyzing dozens of competency frameworks, we conducted an extensive literature review to answer the first through-line question. The review covered three broad categories as illustrated in the Venn diagram: Education, Work, and Human Development.
Young people are growing up in what Thomas Friedman calls an *age of accelerations* in which technological change is outpacing human adaptability. If we cannot slow down technology, globalization, and climate change, our only remaining option is to improve human adaptability by helping individuals, families, and institutions (including schools and youth-facing organizations) be more agile, resilient, and entrepreneurial.

Changes in employment and education patterns are most severely impacting the least advantaged in society, rapidly widening the opportunity gap in employment prospects, economic mobility, and access to the American Dream. Discussed in Report 1, this diagram describes the forces at play.
Real-world conditions facing young people are increasingly challenging. Our objective is to go beyond loosely defined technology and globalization trends to provide educators with specific challenges that we call the **5-5-5 Realities** — 15 key factors and trends that all young people are likely to confront during what we call their wayfinding decade. We define being “work/learn ready” as understanding these Realities and being equipped with the competencies and experiences needed to address them.

Few people appreciate how rapidly the labor market is transforming and the roadblocks that are dampening job prospects for people under 30. We take a hard look at the **5 Roadblocks** shown at the bottom of the graphic — shifts in employment and hiring patterns that, in many ways, are especially problematic for young people today. We end the discussion with key takeaways for next generation educators.
One of the most profound changes in the labor market is the declining share of middle-skill jobs which are increasingly being offshored or replaced by technology. This contraction of middle-skill jobs is impacting the very positions that previously gave people a foothold in the economy and a path to middle-class living. The jobs that once gave many young people their start are those undergoing the greatest transformation.

We carefully researched automation’s impact on labor market trends, including the erosion of middle-skill jobs (above). Economists are busy attempting to project not only the overall impact of automation but also its impact on specific jobs and industries. This graphic is a screenshot of an interactive chart of potential job automation risk created by Bloomberg. One important message: all jobs are continually being redesigned and transformed. Young workers need to be prepared for an unprecedented rate of job redefinition and personal reinvention.
As a consequence of the shifts in employer labor demands, graduates from high school and college are increasingly competing for jobs directly with older workers with greater work experience, the job-specific skills desired by employers, and more developed social connections. Accordingly, in today’s on-demand economy, these three elements or “blades” — together with degrees and credentials — power an individual’s employment opportunities in what we call the “opportunity engine.”

A traditional student (top row) follows a standard, fairly rigid academic curriculum with negligible development of the other elements in their opportunity engine until they leave high school or college. In contrast, an opportunity student (bottom row) strives to increase workplace knowledge and employability by balancing academics with authentic learning and work-related experience, developing all four blades of the opportunity engine at a much earlier age.
Meanwhile, in postsecondary education, there are far more fields of study, learning modes, and education providers for young people today to analyze and vet than ever before. In addition, amid the rise of freelance, or on-demand, forms of work and computer-driven hiring methods, most young people are now working learners who have entered the workforce for financial reasons, work experience, skill building, or networking. High schoolers must now select a path to entry (and later, a path to competitive advantage) from an ever-widening range of options and combinations — just one of the 5 Decisions in navigating the work/learn landscape shown at the bottom of the graphic.

The 5 Essentials in building social capital constitute the third part of the 5-5-5 Realities construct that summarizes key challenges facing students in this age of accelerations. As labor market and postsecondary shifts accelerate, social capital resources become more and more critical to success. However, traditional education does little to foster social capital. Furthermore, as Americans increasingly live, learn, and work segregated by class (income levels), social capital is becoming less and less accessible to low-income students and students of color who need it the most.

The economic diversity of neighborhoods has fallen dramatically over the past 50 years; families are increasingly segregated by class.
We believe the research shows that social capital is the limiting factor impeding economic mobility today. Our research identified five crucial types of social capital (bottom row). In addition, the MyWays Developmental Framework for Social Capital integrates the most relevant research on the subject, including the finding that healthy social support and relationships throughout childhood and adolescence are prerequisites to developing robust social connections of mutual benefit throughout one’s life.

Many school-based and community-based programs use social capital to change the lives of young people. Harlem Children’s Zone is one of 10 exemplars we describe.
Given current education design and American attitudes toward adolescence, many teenagers will fail to successfully merge onto the highway of productive adulthood. The duration of adolescence keeps lengthening while meaningful connections with the adult world diminish. Accordingly, we need to urgently rethink adolescence, learn to treat adolescents as apprentice-adults, and build longer acceleration lanes for their transition into adult life.

Neuroscientists and psychologists studying the adolescent brain conclude that the teenager is “an exquisitely sensitive, highly adaptive creature wired almost perfectly for the job of moving from the safety of home into the complicated world outside.” Five developmental tasks of adolescence seem particularly crucial to align with next generation learning if we are to develop young people equipped to thrive in a world of change.
The adult self — what Erik Erikson called an *enduring identity* — integrates the many selves of childhood, along with the feelings, self-discoveries, and aspirations we hold for the future. Key parts of that self are the specific strengths within ourselves that we elect to nurture and express on the journey to adulthood. Integral to self-awareness and personal satisfaction, the development of our personal strengths is also increasingly the key to making ourselves marketable, helpful, and adaptable in the world of work. To accomplish this goal, next generation learning must help students understand and cultivate their *jaggedness profile*, a term introduced by Todd Rose in his important book, *The End of Average*.

Report 5, page 13

---

**Prevalence of Adverse Child and Family Experiences, by household income (% of federal poverty level)**

- **One adverse family experience**
  - 0-99% FPL: 32%
  - 100-199% FPL: 30%
  - 200-399% FPL: 24%
  - 400% FPL, or more: 17%

- **Two or more adverse family experience**
  - 0-99% FPL: 35%
  - 100-199% FPL: 29%
  - 200-399% FPL: 21%
  - 400% FPL, or more: 10%

Source: Data from the 2011/12 National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH)

For a great number of apprentice-adults, the special challenges of childhood trauma, poverty, physical or health limitations, emotional or learning difficulties, addiction, language and cultural barriers, and discrimination impede personal development and success. Today, there is a heightened awareness, through data analysis, of the trauma associated with adverse childhood experiences (exacerbated by poverty as shown in the graphic) and these other challenges; in response, we have seen the rise of community schools, wraparound services, and professionally-trained counselors. The next priority is to ensure that trauma-informed care and other mitigations are accessible to all children who need them.

Report 5, page 19
WHAT does success look like for students in a world of accelerating change? What competencies promote a broader, deeper definition of success?

The five reports that comprise Part B of the MyWays Student Success Series answer the second question in the MyWays Through-line. We combined our analysis of the age of accelerations in Part A with research on a range of highly regarded outcomes frameworks to create the MyWays Student Success Framework, and to provide actionable strategies and resources related to its four domains and 20 competencies. The framework is not intended to replace success definitions you may already be using, but to help you deepen, reflect on, and update your current practice.

We analyzed over thirty outcomes frameworks from diverse organizations across three fields: Education, Human/Youth Development, and Work. The chart to the left illustrates the depth and range of the frameworks surveyed, from the six competencies of the Hewlett Deeper Learning model to the Search Institute’s 40 developmental assets.

Application of MyWays as a “rosetta stone” across a subset of eight of these frameworks highlights the way in which priorities in the three fields align with different aspects of the broader, deeper competencies — and how much educators can learn from the other fields.

Introduction and Overview, pages 7–9
The resulting *MyWays Student Success Framework* organizes the knowledge, skills, and habits that our students need for today’s world into four domains of broader, deeper competencies, as represented in the diamond to the left.

While the top three domains garner some agreement (if inconsistent coverage) across influential frameworks, MyWays offers three vital contributions: distilling these competencies through the latest research on the changing world, learning science, and adolescent development; re-positioning Habits of Success to lead the way, and lifting up Wayfinding Abilities as a skill set of equal importance to the others.

Besides this broader and more future-oriented set of competencies (more on this below), our research shows that today’s challenges also require a richer meaning for the concept of competence itself.

Achieving competence in the 21st century means that individuals need to be able to transfer their knowledge and skills to new situations. Thus, competence involves both capability — knowledge and the understanding to use it in real-world situations, and agency — a deep and durable self, acting to shape one’s development and environment.

Within the MyWays framework, capability and agency are mutually reinforcing aspects of each of the 20 competencies (see next page).
The MyWays Student Success Framework consists of 20 competencies that encompass the range of practiced habits, transferable skills, applied knowledge, and personalized navigation demanded by the 5-5-5 Realities (changes in the labor market, postsecondary sector, and social capital arena that are most acutely impacting young people today).

These competencies cover a lot of ground because they embrace a whole-person approach. No learner is expected to address the 20 competencies in an isolated, granular way. The value of the framework is to keep breadth, depth, and future-readiness front of mind for the creation of individual learning journeys that vary based on learner strengths and needs.

Report 6, pages 9–10

The MyWays framework is based in a major paradigm shift: the connecting of education to whole person development. We lead with Habits of Success because this domain has the biggest gap between what students currently learn in school and what they MUST begin to master to thrive in the rapidly changing and disorderly world.

This aligns with the shift to feeling and relating noted to the left. MyWays, however, emphasizes the additive nature of this shift (partly because learning science shows that feeling and relating are also vital for more durable and adaptable learning of content and thinking/doing skills). MyWays’ roots in whole-person development also empower a key additional focus on life efficacy — the development of personal Wayfinding Abilities for the future our students face.

Report 6, pages 7–8
MyWays is a future-ready goal set in which *Habits of Success* not only joins the more traditional curriculum, but leads the way.

Habits of Success (which draw on academic mindset, social-emotional learning or SEL, and character competency models) address the personal development, resourcefulness, and resolve needed to fuel the “opportunity engine” so vital to success in the complex and rapidly changing future. These competencies provide the internal mindsets, habits, and skills to help learners navigate their way through the postsecondary sector, build the social capital needed to succeed in the shift to the on-demand workforce, and manage their own life-long learning.

A decade after P21 came out with its 21st Century Learning framework, we are beginning to realize just how creative (or adaptive and transferable) that know how must be to prepare learners, in essence, for the unknown — for jobs not yet invented, the impact of AI, and ways of engaging with others that evolve every few years.

Creative Know How focuses on competencies that better prepare students to pursue postsecondary learning, civic life, and workplace achievements. Coupled with the other domains, Creative Know How empowers us to escape old ways of doing things, solve current dilemmas, and invent new solutions to the world’s problems. In many respects, the five Creative Know How competencies are the everyday power tools of the information age.
Although this domain might seem familiar, don’t be fooled. Even in core ELA or the sciences, the new Content Knowledge is different — focused on organizing concepts that learning science shows are likely to be durable and applicable to transfer, and with which students can build cultural and historical context and cross-disciplinary connections. Curating out other topics enables us to add important future-facing content such as entrepreneurship, technology, and wellness. MyWays research also asserts the value of all learners gaining career-related knowledge in their K-12 experience.

The “brawn to brains” shift in labor market skill levels described in Report 1 also mean that empowering every child with strong Content Knowledge competencies is now an essential tool in economic mobility.

MyWays’ most dramatic departure from the majority of existing frameworks is its elevation of Wayfinding Abilities to equal standing with the other three domains. Wayfinding Abilities draws on the “plan then implement” tools of college and career counseling, the “prototype, fail fast, learn to be agile” approach of design-based career and life development, and successful entrepreneurship practices that illuminate how people successfully pursue opportunity despite uncertain conditions.

Wayfinding Abilities comprise a flexible toolkit for managing short- and long-term transitions, developing the skills to navigate the disorderly work/learn landscape, initiate a work path or a business in the era of the gig economy, and pursue relationships, personal goals, and other parts of life, into and throughout adulthood.

Report 9, pages 8–9, and pages 1–6

Report 10, pages 9–10, and pages 1–6
We have received positive, early responses to the MyWays Whole-Student Competency Plot, one approach to visually representing broader, deeper competencies, pinpointing areas of strength as well as need.

Two simple MyWays tools, created in Excel, are easily customized and can be used to compare any two states, such as student A vs. B, school A vs. B, or, as in the Tia example here, today vs. future. Currently, the tool is conceptual, but some members of the NGLC community are interested in the rubrics and scoring protocols to make it empirically driven. (For more, visit Tools.)

We believe deeply that school designers, educators, and individual learners need to invest in evolving their own goal sets within the broader MyWays framework — through rich discussions, collaborative development, and transformative culture-building.

We also realize that, in doing this hard work, it helps to see concrete exemplars and practice tools. We include examples of promising practice, as well as resource boxes focused on starter links, relevant competency frameworks, and models with strong emphasis on each domain. We even include a one-page primer for each of the 20 individual competencies, stuffed to the brim with definitions, suggestions of where to look for inspiration, links to tools like rubrics and learning progressions, and additional resources to explore.

Reports 6–10
Part C
Redesigning the Learning Experience for the MyWays Competencies

**3 HOW can our learning experience design** help students develop the broader, deeper competencies?

**4 HOW do we gauge student progress** in developing these competencies? How can we measure our school’s success beyond proficiency in math and ELA to whole-child development?

The two reports that comprise Part C of the *MyWays Student Success Series* answer the third and fourth questions in the MyWays Through-line, exploring how to bring the broader and deeper competencies into educational practice. They focus on the growing importance of authenticity and offer resources for implementation. They introduce three important learning design constructs (Whole Learning, Wider Learning Ecosystem, and Levers for Capability and Agency), and the aligned MyWays’ Five Assessment Strategies.

The **learning HOW**: How do we create learning experiences that foster new social skills, the tolerance of ambiguity, entrepreneurship, or the ability to identify opportunities? Above all, most MyWays competencies require an integration of thinking skills and real-world abilities.

The *MyWays Field of Learning* is a useful visual device for envisioning this integration. The left axis will be familiar to many; the right axis indicates growing competence as the authenticity of the setting increases. For example, a middle schooler might be competent in Communication & Collaboration within “simulated authentic” settings (such as those within school), but not in “complex authentic” settings in the adult world. This progression allows learning activities to be plotted by degree of authenticity.

Report 11, page 7
Let’s look at the shift required by the new, broader definition of student success. The mapping to the left represents traditional student experience: lots of transmission-based instruction in the classroom, some labs and research projects focused on higher-order thinking skills, a smattering of more authentic extracurricular activities, and maybe some minimum-wage afterschool work.

Notice how closely most school learning hugs the left axis, despite learning science and human development evidence that student-driven learning in more complex situations is more durable and transferable. To develop competencies attuned to today’s real-world challenges, we need to rebalance the learning field.

Report 11, page 8

This third field shows an extended and rebalanced mix of core learning experiences, with significant additions further out the right axis in the situated learning zone. In this zone, higher-order thinking skills are engaged within real-world settings that are either bounded (within a controlled setting) or complex (unbounded).

Situated learning approaches are embedded in activity, context, and culture. Knowledge is presented in situations that typically use that knowledge, and social interaction is essential, with novices learning from those with more expertise. These ingredients are all invaluable for developing the MyWays Student Success Framework competencies.

Report 11, page 9
To support authenticity and the broader, deeper competencies, learning design needs to result in experiences that are holistic and complex enough to require the kind of adaptable skills needed in a global and accelerating world.

For this key design construct, we draw on David Perkins’ principles for “learning by wholes.” These seven principles integrate the most important elements of learning and developmental science into a practical guide for holistic learning through “junior versions” — accessible learning experiences scaffolded in developmentally appropriate ways, while still keeping the essence and challenge of “the whole.” We provide tools for you to analyze existing and design new experiences using Whole Learning principles and junior version characteristics.

Report 11, page 14

There is much joyful life learning to be pursued anywhere, anytime, but the 5-5-5 Realities, adolescent development, and Whole Learning suggest that our students also need more intentionally organized and supported real-world learning experiences to help them prepare to navigate in an accelerating world. With the student at the center, the full spectrum of learning opportunities outside of the classroom become what MyWays calls the **Wider Learning Ecosystem (WLE)**.

We provide guidance for WLE work, including three models for engagement, essential design and systems components, and examples of programs and organizations working across five WLE zones.

Report 11, page 25

Note: We will be creating a separate WLE resource, funded by the Barr Foundation. This forthcoming resource will be available on the MyWays website.
As described above, the MyWays idea of **competence** encompasses both capability and agency, which work together to support transfer of learning. Research concludes that many forms of K-12 education produce very low levels of transfer, while societal conditions such as the 5-5-5 Realities create further transfer challenges for young people.

Drawing on cognitive psychology and neuroscience (including the book *Make it Stick*), we have created a set of eight “learning levers” that research indicates are effective in developing these two aspects across competencies. These levers offer next generation educators guidance on interactions and learning experiences that are likely to help apprentice-adults acquire capability and agency.

Report 11, page 40

There are schools and organizations that have incorporated the three MyWays design constructs for some of the competency domains for decades, maturing processes and tools. Others are experimenting with learning design to incorporate the newer competencies in more authentic ways. The new drive for “High Quality PBL” (project-based learning) by the Buck Institute and others is one of the practice examples provided for Whole Learning; practice examples are also provided for Wider Learning Ecosystem and Levers for Capability and Agency.

Report 11, pages 20–21
The assessment *HOW*: How we measure what we value in a world that has shifted is a mission-critical challenge to next generation educators. There is no blueprint for how to replace narrow accountability testing with thoughtful investments in gauging the progress of the whole learner. On the other hand, there are pockets of growing research and maturing practice, though — as the graphic suggests — this varies across the competency domains.

Not only do we need to assess hard-to-measure competencies such as creativity, social skills, and wayfinding abilities, but we must also gauge how well students “own” these competencies and can transfer them in real-world settings. Both of these undertakings require new assessment approaches. The initial step, we believe, is for educators to adopt the two paradigm shifts noted in the graphic.

The first shift involves moving from poor proxies — for example, measuring a few narrow competencies through tightly bounded tests — to assessments designed to include whole learner performance of real-world tasks. The second assessment shift involves moving from single assessments to multiple forms of measures that are also better integrated with each other and learning.
The shift to greater authenticity: The MyWays Field of Learning graphic, introduced above, offers a useful visual device for envisioning assessment (as well as learning) experiences in terms of their degree of authenticity — the real-world abilities they engender — as well as progression in thinking skills.

Traditional assessments, especially most state tests, focus on performance on non-authentic measures like multiple choice questions. Better state tests and AP exams include essays that enable students to construct responses at higher orders of thinking, but do not incorporate more complex, authentic contexts or settings.

Assessment of broader, deeper competencies is only fully possible through measurement embedded in Whole Learning experiences higher in both thinking skills and real-world abilities.

This second field plots several examples of assessments that are aligned with Whole Learning principles and increasingly, as they move out the left axis, authentic contexts — including rich simulations, extended projects, and learning in the Wider Learning Ecosystem. These contexts increase the development of student agency, capability, and adaptability. Assessment in high quality service learning and internships, for example, incorporates the delivery of real products to companies or communities, who respond to and use the student work, providing authentic feedback.

*Report 12, page 8*
The shift to multiple and varied measures: Assessing competencies like creativity, social skills, and wayfinding abilities requires a more multifaceted approach than the testing of multiplication tables. Because multiple forms of measurement for any given competency are not the norm in traditional school models, we turn to state requirements for new drivers as a concrete and familiar example of such a system.

In Massachusetts and other states, the “driving test” has evolved over time into a mature and integrated system of learning, assessment, and certification that includes multiple forms of measurement and increasingly authentic and varied performance. A system of this kind is an excellent model for assessing broader, deeper competencies.

Next generation educators implementing the shifts to greater authenticity in a system of assessments can start by engaging the five key strategies featured to the left.

While all five strategies are important to next generation assessment, the two at the top of the puzzle are fundamental: expanded use of curriculum-embedded performance assessment that also includes strong formative elements is central to the kind of learning and assessment needed to prepare students for the world after high school graduation. The other three strategies supplement and support the first two in different ways in particular domains. The puzzle is still a work in progress, with little agreement around some innovative measures, and growing interest in approaches well-established in other sectors but new to education.

Report 12, page 10
Building capacity within your faculty and staff to apply these strategies in integrated, mutually reinforcing ways will lead to systems of assessment that are more effective across the broader competencies.

Many schools and other organizations are developing and piloting new feedback, reflection, measurement, and assessment approaches. Two Rivers’ work on measuring Creative Know How with performance assessment is one of the examples from CIE and NGLC’s Assessment for Learning Project (ALP). For each of the five assessment strategies, we provide an ALP practice example, as well as a one-page primer full of information on why the strategy is important, how it relates to the MyWays approach, examples of measurement, and additional resources.

Report 12, page 18

MyWays tools for integrating learning and assessment design

Engage your staff, school boards, students, and other community members in the work of school redesign with the MyWays Toolkit.

The Toolkit also includes a worked case study that uses a selection of the MyWays evaluation tools to analyze a High Tech High middle school project. This case provides you with a resource for leading diagnostic/design sessions with your educator and designer teams, building the will to transform among your fellow stakeholders.

Share your ideas. Go deep.
Take MyWays further by connecting with the MyWays Community of Practice.

Although we have discussed competency definition, learning, and assessment design separately, it is vital to embed assessment in the learning experience, and to tie both back, via the through-line, to a student success framework intentionally shaped by the demands of an age of accelerations.

The MyWays tools can help your community define success and align your learning and assessment designs to the success framework. Connect with the MyWays Community of Practice, a group of organizations using MyWays in their schools and sharing their experiences.

Report 11, pages 50–51; Report 12, pages 36–37
Afterword
by Andy Calkins, Director of NGLC, adapted from his announcement of the MyWays Project, November 7, 2017

Enabling young people to develop 21st-century competencies requires a thorough reimagining of the goals, processes, and structures that define our public schools. NGLC’s MyWays Project is here to help.

The students you’re serving will graduate into a fragmented and risky postsecondary landscape, an immensely challenging job market for young people, and a world of accelerating change. The challenges they encounter, and the life and career choices they will face, demand a learning orientation and problem-solving navigational skill set that makes their current experience in your school seem outdated and narrow.

You are ready to consider making some major changes. But there’s a problem. How do you sift through the confusing blizzard of frameworks that are out there and decide on a new, 21st-century goal-line of success for students? And then: what are the true implications of that new definition of success? How can your schools proactively and explicitly help your students develop the broader, deeper set of competencies represented in this new North Star?

And: who’s got time to even ask these questions, much less answer them?

You’ve come to the right place.

Nearly three years in development, the nonprofit MyWays Project from Next Generation Learning Challenges has been designed with you in mind. It assembles, distills, and presents exhaustive research on the four essential questions that every American K-12 educator should be asking right now.

The schools we studied for this project—including many that were catalyzed in part by competitively-awarded grants from NGLC’s $45-million investment in next gen, “breakthrough” schools over the past four years—have worked extraordinarily hard to develop and continuously refine their models. The lessons they have learned, which we have consolidated and applied throughout the MyWays materials, will serve you well. But these pioneers would be quick to say to you: There are no shortcuts in implementing these forms of learning. The road to next gen learning environments—and outcomes—for students begins with deep, community-wide awareness of the reasons to transform, and thrives on the agency-fueled commitment of everyone involved.

Here’s what that process looks like, at a high level, and how MyWays can help.

- **Create a sense of urgency around the need to transform.** Study Part A of the MyWays Student Success Series: Adolescence in an Age of Accelerations. Find your fellow travelers from the schools, your community, employers. Localize the data and storytelling! Use the customizable presentations and discussion-generating resources, including this brief, introductory video, which you’ll find under Tools at the MyWays site.

- **Build and maintain the diverse Guiding Coalition you’ll need to lead the change.** Read John Kotter’s Accelerate!, some of the best thinking out there on leading complex change successfully (and the basis for this short process guide of bullet points).
• **Formulate a strategic vision and set of change initiatives.** Use the MyWays series’ Part B, “Broader, Deeper Competencies for Student Success,” to collectively reimagine what student success means for your community. That vision will be your initiative’s North Star.

• **Communicate the vision and the strategy to create buy-in and attract a growing volunteer army.** As Kotter says: “Sufficient urgency around a strategically rational and emotionally exciting opportunity is the bedrock upon which all else is built.” The army you need to enlist will show up, if the opportunity is extended compellingly.

At that point, the work is launched. There obviously remains an enormous lift in making your vision real for students. The MyWays Student Success Series Part C, “Redesigning the Learning Experience” (see Learning Design and Assessment Design), and the wide range of tools and lessons-learned narratives you can find at the MyWays and NGLC sites will help you. Your coalition will encounter challenges at every step. But if you’ve laid sufficient groundwork, established a strong vision and momentum, and your change processes reflect the nature of the agency-driven learning that lies at the heart of all of this, you’ve given yourself a chance to succeed.

We are firm believers that next gen learning—learner-centered, personalized, competency-based, experiential, tech-enabled, organized around richer/deeper definitions of student success—takes root in a genuine way only when everyone involved, from the adults to the students, has sufficient agency in the work to own it, or at least an appropriate share of it. Simply buying and implementing a personalized learning platform, or incorporating a few project-based learning units into your curriculum, or adopting a new success definition without deep engagement from staff and community won’t do the job. That’s why the MyWays Project’s tools are mainly designed to invite, catalyze, and inform discussion and input from stakeholders.

We welcome you to join the emerging community of practice that is already forming among educators, researchers, policymakers, reformers, and funders who are studying, adapting, and applying MyWays to their work. We encourage you to regard MyWays as more critical-friend than blueprint; more learning-community than report; more journey than destination. By helping you connect with others who are making that journey, and by providing an interoperable framework to act as a translator across the many exciting new expressions of student success, we hope to support and enable the K-12 education field’s capacity—and likelihood—of reimagining itself.